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IN THE CRCUIT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL CRCUIT
IN AND FOR PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORHDA

TERRY GENE BOLLEA professionally

known as HULK HOGAN,

Plaintiff,

VS. Case No. 12012447CI-011

HEATHER CLEM; GAWKER MEDIA, LLC
aka GAWKER MEDIA; GAWKER WDIA
GROUP, INC. aka GAWKER MEDIA;
GAWKER ENTERTAIMVIENT, LLC;
GAWKER TECHNOLOGY, LLC; GAWKER
SALES, LLC; NICK DENTON; A.J.

DAULERIO; KATE BENNERT, and

BLOGWRE HUNGARY SZELLEMI
ALKOTAST HASZNOSITO KFT aka

GAWKER WDIA,

Defendants.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF TERRY GENE BOLLEA’S
EXCEPTIONS TO SPECIAL MAGISTRATE’S RECOMMENDATION

RE: GAWKER MEDIA, LLC AND A.J. DAULERIO’S FIFTH MOTION TO COMPEL

Gawker Media, LLC (“Gawker”) seeks production of two categories of documents:

(1) Mr. Bollea’s personal phone records for the entire year of 2012; and (2) Mr. Bollea’s

communications made pursuant to an FBI investigation. As Mr. Bollea explained in his

Exceptions to the Special Magistrate’s recommendation, both categories are overbroad, not

relevant or reasonably calculated t0 lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, an invasion of

Mr. Bollea’s privacy, and inconsistent With the Court’s prior orders regarding the scope of

discovery in this case. Gawker’s Response t0 Mr. Bollea’s Exceptions does nothing to credibly

refute these points. The CouIT should reject the Special Magistrate’s recommendation for at least

the following reasons:
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Eisens, had “established a need for the information overriding the non-party’s privacy rights” in

their personal identifying information, which included their names and addresses. Id. at 791.

The court held that the Eisens had failed to make that showing. Id. at 792. In making its finding,

the Court explained that “[t]he party seeking discovery of confidential information must make a

showing of necessity Which outweighs the countervailing interest in maintaining the

confidentiality 0f such information.” Id. at 791 (quoting Higgs v. Kampgrounds ofAmerica, 526

So. 2d 980, 981 (Fla. 3d DCA 1988)). In Berkeley, the Eisens’ stated necessity for the names

and contact information of Berkeley’s 75 other investors was t0 be able to depose the other

investors in order to refute testimony by Berkeley that the Eisens wanted to concentrate 0n more

speculative securities than Berkeley’s other clients. Id. at 792. The Court found that the Eisens’

efforts to refute the testimony would have little probative value, amounted to “little more than a

fishing expedition,” and did not “override the privacy rights of Berkeley’s clients.” Id.

Here, Gawker’s stated necessity for an entire year’s worth of Mr. Bollea’s records of

every single one of his personal and business phone calls and texts is “to determine the extent t0

which plaintiff spoke and texted With key witnesses, including Bubba and Heather Clem, during

the relevant time period.” Response at 2. Yet the request seeks all phone records for the entire

year 0f 2012 and is not limited t0 exchanges between the “key witnesses.” Gawker fails to

explain how such a broad request is at all relevant to the issues in this case—namely, Whether

Gawker’s conduct in posting the sex Video Without Mr. Bollea’s approval was tortious, Whether

that conduct was constitutionally protected, and the extent of Mr. Bollea’s damages resulting

from Gawker’s conduct. Gawker further fails to explain why access to that information should

override the privacy rights of the many hundreds 0f people Who called or were called by Mr.

Bollea, 99.99% (if not 100%) of whom are not “key witnesses” in this case and, instead, have
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nothing t0 do With the case whatsoever. Those individuals have never waived their privacy

rights or authorized discovery of their phone numbers. Gawker’s statement that it needs Mr.

Bollea’s telephone records t0 “clarify” the allegedly “contradictory testimony about the extent to

Which [Mr. Bollea and Bubba Clem] historically communicated With each other Via text” is akin

to the Eisens’ stated need in Berkeley—i.e., to refute certain testimony. The Berkely court found

that need insufficient t0 permit this intrusive discovery. This CouIT should do likewise. A desire

to “clarify” the number of times Mr. Bollea and Bubba Clem texted each other in 2012 cannot

justify the invasion of privacy of the hundreds of non-parties whose contact information will be

disclosed through the requested telephone records. This is especially true When all of the

relevant text messages between Mr. Bollea and Bubba C1em—i.e., texts that relate t0 the sex

Video—were already produced and were the subject of extensive deposition questioning.

In addition, the cases examining the privacy interests of non-pal‘ties (several of Which are

cited in Mr. Bollea’s Exceptions, pps. 5—6) do not limit their applicability to “subjects that are

statutorily protected,” as Gawker contends. Response at 3. For example, Gawker is incorrect in

implying that the court’s decision in Berkeley was based 0n an application of Fla. Stat.

§5 17.2015. Id. That statute was not at issue in Berkeley. Rather, the Berkeley court’s decision

is rooted in Article 1, section 23 of the Florida Constitution, Which “specifically provides a

constitutional right of privacy broader in scope than the protection provided in the United States

Constitution.” Id. at 790. The Berkeley court cites t0 Fla. Stat. §5 17.2015 merely to show that

the Florida legislature “has recognized the confidential nature of the exact type of information at

issue” in that case—e.g., names, addresses and telephone numbers of an investment firm’s

customers. The holding is not limited t0 their connection to financial information.

In sum, Gawker’s request is impermissibly overbroad, fails t0 account for the privacy
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interests of non-parties to this case and, as in Berkeley, amounts to little more than a fishing

expedition. The telephone records should not be compelled.

II. COMMUNICATIONS RELATED TO THE FBI INVESTIGATION ARE NOT

RELEVANT OR REASONABLY CALCULATED TO LEAD TO THE

DISCOVERY OF ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE

Mr. Bollea’ s statements t0 law enforcement are not relevant t0 this litigation, and are not

reasonably calculated t0 lead t0 the discovery of admissible evidence. Gawker’s only stated

reason for requesting the information is found in footnote 3 of its underlying Motion t0

Compel—accusing Mr. Bollea of having “several different versions” of the events in this case.

As Mr. Bollea explains in his Exceptions (p. 12), this is a groundless accusation given that

Gawker has not identified one single statement in which Mr. Bollea acknowledges or even

implies that he knew he was being recorded having sex, or ever authorized the dissemination of

the recording. The avalanche of evidence 0n this subject is that Mr. Bollea has repeatedly and

consistently stated that he was filmed Without his knowledge, never authorized any

dissemination and, t0 the contrary, sought in every instance t0 have the sex Video removed from

the internet and destroyed. Gawker does not even address the purponed relevance of the

communications in its Response. Instead, Gawker focuses 0n the government’s alleged stance

0n the privileged nature of the communications, Which has no bearing on their relevance. If

anything, the fact that the government apparently confirmed recently that Gawker is not a target

or subject of any investigation is further evidence that the information is not relevant or

reasonably calculated t0 lead t0 the discovery of admissible evidence in this case against

Gawker.

Gawker also attempts t0 paint Mr. Bollea’s refusal t0 produce these communications as
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denied as to Mr. Bollea’s telephone records from the entire year of 2012.

DATED: April 16, 2014

{BC0004833321}

/s/ Charles J. Harder

Charles J. Harder, Esq.

PHV N0. 102333

HARDER MIRELL & ABRAMS LLP
1925 Century Park East, Suite 800

Los Angeles, California 90067

Tel; (424) 203—1600

Fax; (424) 203—1601

Email: charderéfihmafi rm .com

-and-

Kenneth G. Turkel, Esq.

Florida Bar N0. 867233

Christina K. Ramirez, Esq.

Florida Bar No. 954497

BAJO CUVA COHEN & TURKEL, PA.
100 Noah Tampa Street, Suite 1900

Tampa, Florida 33602

Tel: (813) 443-2199

Fax: (813) 443-2193

Email: kturkel@ba’ocuvacom

Email: cramirezéfibajocuvacom

Counsel for Plaintiff



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IPHEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished by

E-Mail Via the e-portal system this 16th day of April, 2014 to the following:

Barry A. Cohen, Esquire

Michael W. Gaines, Esquire

Barry Cohen, Esquire

Michael W. Gaines, Esquire

The Cohen Law Group
201 E. Kennedy B1Vd., Suite 1000

Tampa, Florida 33602

bcohenéfitam alawfinn.001n

m 0211 neséfimm 3:11 awfirm .com

‘rosarioéfitam 3alawfil‘mpom

Counselfor Heather Clem

David R. Houston, Esquire

Law Office of David R. Houston
432 CouIT Street

Reno, NV 89501

d110L13t011®110t13t011at1awcom

Julie B. Ehrlich, Esquire

Levine Sullivan Koch & Schultz, LLP
321 West 44th Street, suite 1000

New York, NY 10036

1'ehrlichéfilskslawpom

Pro Hac Vice Counselfor

Gawker Defendants
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Gregg D. Thomas, Esquire

Rachel E. Fugate, Esquire

Thomas & LoCicero PL
601 S. Boulevard

Tampa, Florida 33606

Whom aSi/Qtl 01 awfi rm . com
rfumteéfllolawfirm.com
kbmwni/éfitlolawfi rmpom
Counselfor Gawker Defendants

Seth D. Berlin, Esquire

Paul J. Safier, Esquire

Alia L. Smith, Esquire

Levine Sullivan Koch & Schulz, LLP
1899 L. Street, NW, Suite 200

Washington, DC 20036

sberlinéfilskslawcom

safiel‘féfilsl<slaw.<:01n

asmithifiilskslawcom

Pro Hac Vice Counselfor

Gawker Defendants

Michael Berry, Esquire

Levine Sullivan Koch & Schultz, LLP
1760 Market Street, Suite 1001

Philadelphia, PA 19103

mberl‘ 3&3} skslaw.com

Pro Hac Vice Counselfor

Gawker Defendants

/s/ Kenneth G. Turkel

Attorney


